We present an affine projection algorithm (APA) that automatically determines projection order in order to improve convergence performance. Determination of the projection order is achieved by mean-square deviation (MSD) analysis. The projection order of the proposed algorithm varies in accordance with the steady-state MSD. Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm has a faster convergence rate and a smaller misalignment than the existing affine projection algorithms with variable projection order.
Introduction
Adaptive filters are used in many areas of application, such as system identification, linear prediction, active noise cancellation, and channel equalization [1] . The affine projection algorithm (APA) has a fast convergence rate for correlated input data compared to the normalized least-meansquare (NLMS) algorithm because the APA uses multiple input vectors rather than a single input vector [2]- [4] . However, the APA has inferior misalignment performance and incurs a higher computational complexity than the NLMS algorithm.
The performance of the APA varies according to the number of input vectors, which denotes the projection order [5] , [6] . With more input vectors involved, the convergence rate improves, but the misalignment gets worse. In other words, a high projection order leads to a fast convergence rate but a large misadjustment error. Conversely, a low projection order gives rise to a slow convergence rate but a small misadjustment error. Therefore, adjustment of the projection order is worth considering in pursuit of a fast convergence rate and a small misalignment. Recently, several algorithms have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity by regulating the number of input vectors [6] , [7] . Representative algorithms include APA with evolving order (E-APA) [6] and APA with dynamic selection of input vectors (DS-APA) [7] . The E-APA selects the projection order using an evolutionary order that compares the output error with a threshold. The DS-APA dynamically chooses a set of input vectors that satisfy the largest decrease in the mean-square deviation (MSD). In contrast to the conventional APA, these algorithms enhance the convergence rate and reduce the computational complexity. Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement in the performance of these algorithms.
In this letter, we propose a variable projection order APA that achieves fast convergence, small misalignment, and low computational complexity. The proposed algorithm uses the MSD analysis, and its projection order is determined by the criterion obtained from the MSD in the steady-state. Consequently, it has a faster convergence speed, a smaller misalignment, and is less complex than the E-APA and DS-APA.
The remainder of this letter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the conventional APA. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm. Section 4 discusses the results of an experiment conducted using the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 5 summarizes and concludes this letter.
Affine Projection Algorithm
Let us consider data d(i) that originates from an unknown linear system
where the M × 1 column vector w o is the unknown system that is to be estimated. The M ×1 vector u i is the input (regressor) vector, defined as u
, where u(i) is the input signal at time instant i. The scalar value v(i) is the measurement noise with variance σ 2 v , which is generally assumed to be white Gaussian. The scalar value d(i) is the measured output signal of the system at time instant i. Using the given input signals and the measured output signal, adaptive filter algorithms recursively estimate w o . The update equation of the APA is expressed as where
. . .
, w i is the estimated weight vector at a time instant i, µ is the step-size, and K is the projection order. The step-size µ and the projection order K affect the performance of the APA in terms of its convergence rate and steady-state error.
Variable Projection Order Affine Projection Algorithm
We propose a scheme for controlling the projection order to improve the convergence speed and misalignment. The projection order is determined by a criterion based on the MSD analysis in the steady-state. The update equation of the proposed APA is given as follows:
where
K i is the projection order, and µ is the fixed step-size in the preferable interval between 0 and 1 [5] . The update equation, (4), can be written in terms of the weight-error vectors,w i = w o − w i , as
T . The covariance matrix ofw i is defined as P i = E w iw T i , and
where E(·) is the expectation of the random variable and Tr(·) is the matrix trace. We shall henceforth regard u i as a deterministic quantity when dealing with P i , which will help us to suitably describe the transient behavior of the MSD. Sincew i and v i are independent, (5) produces
The MSD of the proposed APA is derived by taking the trace of both sides of (7) as follows:
For a sufficiently high projection order, we can assume [8] that
From (8) and (9), the MSD can be written as
From γ < 1, the steady-state MSD of the proposed algorithm is obtained from (11) as follows:
Let us employ the steady-state MSD, f (K i ), as the criterion for determining the projection order. Consequently, the projection order is assigned as follows:
where is a small positive value. Since the proposed algorithm is designed for stationary environments, it requires re-initialization of the projection order whenever the target system is changed [8] .
Experimental Results
This section discusses the results of an experiment conducted using the proposed algorithm for system identification. For the experiment, we assumed that the unknown system is generated by a moving average model with 16 taps or 128 taps (M = 16 or 128). The adaptive filter and the unknown system are assumed to have the same number of taps. The proposed algorithm sets Tr P 0 to 100. The input signal u(i) is obtained by filtering a white, zero-mean, Gaussian random sequence through the following systems:
The measurement noise v(i) is added to y(i) = u 
Figure 2. MSD learning curves of the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, DS-APA and the proposed APA (input signal generated using G 2 (z), SNR = 30 dB, µ = 1, M = 16, K = 8).
Figs. 1-4 show the MSD curves of the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA [6] , DS-APA [7] , and the proposed APA for the input vectors generated by G1 and G2 in high and low SNR scenarios. These simulation results confirm that the proposed algorithm has a faster convergence rate and a smaller misalignment error than the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, and DS-APA, regardless of noise. Fig. 5 shows the number of input vectors of the proposed APA over 1 trial when the input signal is generated by G1. The number of used input vectors decreases gradationally, and thus the proposed algorithm has a low overall computational complexity because the number of used input vectors becomes small.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the MSD curves of the conven- Figure 4 . MSD learning curves of the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, DS-APA and the proposed APA (input signal generated using G 2 (z), SNR = 15 dB, µ = 1, M = 16, K = 8).
tional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, DS-APA, and the proposed APA with large tap length (M = 128). As can be seen, the proposed algorithm has fast convergence speed and small misalignment compared to the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, and DS-APA, irrespective of tap length.
Conclusion
In this letter, we proposed an algorithm that improves on the convergence performance of the APA by controlling its projection order. Adjustment of the projection order is accomplished via a criterion based on the MSD analysis in the steady-state. The proposed algorithm achieves a fast convergence rate and a small steady-state error with low Figure 6 . MSD learning curves of the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, DS-APA and the proposed APA (input signal generated using G 1 (z), SNR = 30 dB, µ = 1, M = 128, K = 64).
computational complexity compared to the existing algorithms. Figure 7 . MSD learning curves of the conventional APA, the NLMS algorithm, E-APA, DS-APA and the proposed APA (input signal generated using G 2 (z), SNR = 30 dB, µ = 1, M = 128, K = 64).
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